Multimedia Library Collection: Environmental Film Profiles (videos)

*Delivery*


An old man lives a lonely life under the dark shadows of industrial smog. One day he receives a mysterious package that gives him the ability to change his environment. *Delivery* conveys a surreal story about change in a corrupt world. It combines a political message with 3D design and a haunting soundtrack. (Source: [Official Film Website](http://www.framebox.de/delivery.htm))

© 2005 Till Nowak / frameboX. Trailer used with permission.

This film is available at the [Rachel Carson Center](http://www.carsoncenter.uni-muenchen.de/index.html) Library (RCC, 4th floor, Leopoldstrasse 11a, 80802 Munich) for on-site viewing only. For more information, please contact library@rcc.lmu.de.
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